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Don DeLillo has been generally acknowledged as one of the noticeable writers 
over the two decades after the publication of White Noise in 1985, yet his 
achievement has gone far beyond this novel. Running Dog (1978) and other works 
in his early period of writing should have received more critical attention. The novel 
renders how running dogs in the late capitalist society get influenced by paranoia, 
simulacrum etc. From the perspectives of Postmodernism and Marxism, the thesis 
means to help readers understand how DeLillo works out the dilemma of the 
running dogs on the road of seeking the Nazism film.        
The introduction part gives a brief introduction of the relation between the 
sudden success of DeLillo’s White Noise and his early works. It also explains the 
structural arrangement of the thesis.  
Chapter One mainly analyzes the characteristics of DeLillo’s early works as 
well as the themes of Running Dog and relevant criticisms on this novel. 
The second chapter explores the situation in which characters in Running Dog 
get obsessed with the mysterious Nazi film. Cultural logic of late-capitalist and 
paranoia symptom in turn transforms them into running dogs in the late-capitalist 
society. Characters do not reckon morality of the seeking as the knights of Holy 
Grail have done in Arthurian romances.  
Chapter Three discloses another theme about the seeking of the Nazi film from 
the perspectives of historiographic metafiction; seekers in this novel are actually 
looking for the possibility of history which is deemed as a mode of representation. 
The fourth chapter consequently explores the age of postmodern conspiracy 
when seekers come across advanced technology and bureaucratic terror; thus 
characters are totally manipulated and transformed into modes of action for 
capitalism.  















run away from the postmodern simulacrum yet most of them end up in failure.  
The conclusion part reviews DeLillo’s insight into diagnosis of problematic 
postmodern society. Even though the novel is regarded as the least noticeable by 
DeLillo, it does provide a new perspective for those who are reading postmodern 
society as a huge context. 
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Don DeLillo has been designated as a prominent writer who has published 
about twelve novels but the author himself might reluctantly admit the title as a 
postmodernist. DeLillo himself seldom declares that he belongs to the group of 
postmodernists. He owes much to both postmodernism and modernism. Molesworth 
states: “impossible to study prominent contemporary writers without mentioning 
DeLillo” (Molesworth 47). It is known that it takes an artist tremendous effort and 
gift to render the contemporary world’s complexity, yet DeLillo manages to achieve 
this in one way or another. His gift lies in his ability to epitomizing American 
postmodern society with great potentialities. The worlds DeLillo depicts are opposed 
to the closed, binary system defined by capitalism and by that of the Western 
thoughts: patriarchy, industrialization and rationalism. In addition, criticism of 
DeLillo has properly engaged the writer into a variety of subjects penetrating the 
every enclave of post industrial society. Humanities subject the specialized context 
of science and mathematics because it ties together linguistics, literature, philosophy, 
history, anthropology, sociology, theology, and psychology. DeLillo is indeed a 
versatile writer; however, there have been vast and systematic critical responses 
upon DeLillo’s White Noise. It is perhaps because it has won wide recognition as the 
“breakthrough” of his writing career, a term applied to it shortly after the book has 
been published. It means that White Noise is really a sudden success. Truly, White 
Noise is great while other novels written before it actually contribute much to the 
sudden success. A detailed reading on the novels of the 1970s is, in one way, 
rewarded to approach DeLillo’s styles and themes.      
Some critics explain that DeLillo’s silence about his own works prevents 
readers knowing more about his early novels when he has not got famous before 
White Noise. When asked about his intriguing absence from the authorial rolls or 















“Silence, cunning and so on”. It is my nature to keep quiet about most 
things. Even the ideas in my work. When you try to unravel something 
you have written, you belittle it in a way. It was created as a mystery, in 
part. Here is a new map of the world; it is seven shades of the blue. If 
you are able to be straightforward and penetrating about this invention of 
your, it is almost you’re saying it wasn’t altogether necessary. The 
sources weren’t deep enough. (Passaro 1) 
As White Noise has won academic marketplace as a major temporary American 
writer for him in the early 1980s, critics began to study his works of different phases. 
Boxall argues, 
The six novels written in the 1970s, including Running Dog, could mark 
the early phase of DeLillo. Those novels completed in the 1980s and 
the1990s, including culminated Underworld, could be considered as 
works of his second phase. (Boxall 89) 
Probably, The Body Artist (2001) serves as the introduction to DeLillo’s works in his 
late phase. Other than the most studied masterpieces, White Noise, Libra, 
Underworld, The Body Artist, to name a few, the six novels in DeLillo’s early phase 
that have received relatively less attention provide connectivity between different 
phases. Two of these six novels, Players and Running Dog, both appear in the genre 
of political thriller yet they turn out to be DeLillo’s manipulation of his early attempt 
on presenting American.  
It is reasonable for such a prolific novelist to get his fame after publishing 
seven novels. Upon then, DeLillo has gathered attention both from a wide readership 
and literary review. The review of DeLillo’s works in different phases proves that 
White Noise could scarcely be called as a sudden success for the writer has 
published seven books before. The previous writings have accumulated much 
experience for him to reach a wider range of readers, while it does not mean his 
earlier works do not deserve in-depth analysis either in thematic or aesthetic regard. 















(1971) and Ratner’s Star (1976) are not tentative. Among them, Running Dog (1978) 
is one of the books worth studying in that it precisely renders the social condition at 
that time in America. Readers could find out its thematic concerns about late 
twentieth century in Running Dog, a novel about seeking a Nazi film. The novel 
focuses much on the quest to find out a lost Nazi film. A variety of characters are 
connected together because of their desires for the possession of the lost film.   
An explicit analysis of DeLillo’s early phase is going to be conducted in first 
chapter. Although some have called the early phase of DeLillo as apprenticeship 
since two of them have been accepted favorably by critique based on their wider 
readership. The thesis then provides a general literary review about critics’ response 
to DeLillo’s works published in the 1970s. As for Running Dog, DeLillo’s designing 
of the novel’s structure is meaningful. The novel consists of four parts: Running Dog, 
Cosmic Erotics, Radial Matrix and Marathon Mines. The first part is titled with 
Running Dog, which is the same to that of the whole book. The first chapter argues 
that it is DeLillo’s experimenting on genre when writing the chaotic postmodern 
society. The first part also carries out a literary review about how critique responds 
impartially to the least noticeable novel of DeLillo. Paul suggests: “it is about the 
very postmodern moment because there have been simulacra about Hitler’s 
activation throughout the novel” (Paul 177). The simulacra, in some way, serve as 
counter function against the official history. A general examining of Running Dog is 
supposed to offer hints for the following chapters. 
Based on what Chapter One has done, the second chapter starts to probe 
characterization even if most characters do not articulate much throughout the novel. 
They remain to be fascinated about the lost Nazi film in the novel. These characters 
could be put into the whole picture of postmodernism era. Characters within the 
world of Running Dog have been victimized by postmodern value system in one 
way or another. This initially makes them run for the lost Nazi film which is 
supposed to be valuable in the sense of late capitalist culture. In this way, they have 
transformed themselves into running dogs with marketing obsession. In order to 















this chapter then goes to look into some basic terms: cultural logic of late capitalism, 
sign value, use value and paranoia. Daniel designates the postmodern society as 
consumer society, media society, information society, electronic society or high tech, 
or the like. Jameson puts forward specific conceptions about postmodernism in the 
same way. Those seekers of Nazi film could not get free from the influence of such 
cultural logic. The market obsession accordingly turns the quest into an unholy one 
as compared with those Round Table Knights in ancient times. They do not reckon 
on the meaning of seeking any longer; instead, most of them are driven various 
understandings about value of the film.                
 Chapter Three then attempts to explore the seeking of the Nazi film from the 
point of postmodern histriographic metafiction, a term coined by Hutcheon. It 
probes the different reactions to relations between history and postmodern fiction 
writing. Duvall has tried to negotiate that the polarization between Hutcheon and 
Jameson do not seem contrasting. Hutcheon and Jameson just tried to approach the 
relation between history and postmodernism not from different perspective.  
For Jameson, postmodern narrative is a historical movement in a way, 
playing only with pastiched images and aesthetic forms that produce a 
degraded historicism. While for Hutcheon, postmodern fiction remains 
historical, precisely because it problematizes history through parody, and 
thus retains its potential for cultural critique. (Kellner 368) 
In spite of the apparent polarization of these two views, both views are useful at 
certain points with regard to the cultural texts. DeLillo deals with Hitler and Nazi 
film in Running Dog much in the way as Hutcheon has contended. He has been 
trying to write reflectively and invites readers to think about history other than those 
recorded in official history. The humanized Hitler typically exemplifies the idea 
about thinking reflectively on history. DeLillo’s effort to humanize Hitler offers 
much room to think as in an age where meta-narrative has lost its ground. Back to 
the quest of the lost film, seekers of the lost Nazi film are actually looking for the 
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